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ABSTRACT 

A hover bike is basically the combination of lift generation as a helicopter and maneuvering as 
a bike, which is a very simple task on the roads. With this technique we are going to give 
humans the general ways of flying and driving in midair. The hover bike has the capacity of 
having VTOL (Vertical Take-off and Lift), which is the general way of lift generation by the 
helicopters. A well designed hover bike will be able to take a successful but slow VTOL due 
to the low area of pressure distribution by the blades, and also due to the high amount of weight 
concentration mostly near the center of gravity (COG) of the body where in almost 150 kg of 
load is placed, which includes (Motor weight, human weight and also the structural 
weight).The main challenge which comes before any engineer making this kind of vehicle 
would be to overcome the issue of weight in order to have a sustainable lift, which in turn helps 
in having a pretty good hovering capacity at required amount of height. The designer has to 
consider a very effective design which is able to overcome any load parameter which is depicts 
how resistant the structure is to loads when working in various conditions. Next comes the 
fabrication where in the material used for building it will be needed to plenty of parameters to 
be choose from and also must be having a better tenure than any other in its comparison. 
Keywords: Hover bike, CATIA V5, ANSYS, Helicopter Principle 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We hope to build a foundational prototype hover bike that could lift a rider vertically 
from the ground. To accomplish this, there were four primary areas that needed to be 
developed: frame, engine, drive train, and propellers. These four systems and components are 
the foundation of all future versions of the hover bike. A strong foundation is necessary to 
allow future groups the potential to improve upon the original design. The design of the hover 
bike is based on the goal of achieving a light weight, high load resistance, low cost and 
applications simple of simple structural concepts. The design of our hover bike is based on the 
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making of a frame which can be able to be hallowed and also be able to transfer loads across 
the structure in a uniform manner in order to resist the failure on maximum performance. The 
uniqueness of this vehicle is that there are no high end models at the present level in order to 
overcome the problems faced by the engineers to give it the minimum amount of efficiency 
which is generally required for a commercial take-off by common people. MA Hovers have 
been able to create the 1st generation of drones able to develop thrusts in order to carry 5-10 kg 
payloads to a minimum height of 100-200 meters. Presently there is only one perfectly built 
hover bike model which was constructed by a group of 11 students from the University of 
Maine.The hover bike does not fly with the same energy efficiency as a helicopter, due to 
its rotor blades being shorter, but it is much smaller in size and safer near humans. This craft 
does not produce the brownout of helicopters, as it is designed to be able to operate near people 
without blowing any significant amount of dust. 

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

In the design we have used the application of truss system in a very different manner, 
here we are using the alternate application of beams at angles between 45 to 60 in order to 
maintain the load factor of the structure. The total weight of the frame has to be maintained 
and is aimed to keep as low as 40-50 Kg in order to avoid the bending of the major frames 
which support the sitting of the driver and the engine running the craft. Our hover bike has the 
efficiency of flying up to a maximum height of 10 meters. The structure has been developed in 
a way to withstand a pressure which is able to overcome the overall loading of the driver and 
the engine together, to give out an efficient lift without causing any deformations in the 
structure. We will analyze the structure in ANSYS to get the amount of loading which the 
structure can withstand on empty frame and also during the installation of various components 
including engine and human driver.  The main objective behind creating this vehicle is to go 
one step ahead in creating a vehicle which is efficient enough to carry heavy payloads to a 
general height and a normal civilian would not need any pilot license as the maneuvering is 
based on the simple motion done by a bike type controlling system. The maneuvering system 
is made simple so that any individual who has no idea of what the vehicle is but knows to ride 
a bike, can easily ride this vehicle as we have created the most simple hovering operations to 
give a smooth drive. With the successful design of the structure in the prime stages wherein we 
are able to construct structures which are effective enough to undergo any kind of loading to 
its maximum yield point and able to keep the load uniformly distributed. A project about down-
the-road technology, nascent futures, weak signals, foresight, future technology, emerging 
technology, high-tech and amazing visions of the future. The transportation sector focuses on 
designing larger, more efficient, and more reliable aircraft. The military focuses on designing 
more effective, maneuverable and deadly weapons attached to the hover bike used in military 
missions. Some of pictures were first attempts made to drive hover bike. 
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1.2 HELICOPTER HOVER 

Hovering is the most challenging part of flying a helicopter. This is because a helicopter 
generates its own gusty air while in a hover, which acts against the fuselage and flight control 
surfaces. The end result is constant control inputs and corrections by the pilot to keep the 
helicopter where it is required to be. Despite the complexity of the task, the control inputs in a 
hover are simple. The cyclic is used to eliminate drift in the horizontal plane that is to control 
forward and back, right and left. The collective is used to maintain altitude. The pedals are used 
to control nose direction or heading. It is the interaction of these controls that makes hovering 
so difficult, since an adjustment in any one control requires an adjustment of the other two, 
creating a cycle of constant correction. Due to its this characteristics helicopters are said to be 
the predecessors of present VTOL technology flights which use the same mechanism in 
generating lift rather than using the long run way. Our model follows the same Vertical Take-
Off and Landing technique inspired from the helicopter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG– HELICOPTER HOVER THEORY 

The main limitation of the helicopter is its low speed. There are several reasons a helicopter 
cannot fly as fast as a fixed-wing aircraft. When the helicopter is hovering, the outer tips of 
the rotor travel at a speed determined by the length of the blade and the RPM. In a moving 
helicopter, however, the speed of the blades relative to the air depends on the speed of the 
helicopter as well as on their rotational velocity. The airspeed of the advancing rotor blade is 
much higher than that of the helicopter itself. It is possible for this blade to exceed the speed 
of sound, and thus produce vastly increased drag and vibration. 

Helicopters also vibrate; an unadjusted helicopter can easily vibrate so much that it will shake 
itself apart. To reduce vibration, all helicopters have rotor adjustments for height and weight. 
Blade height is adjusted by changing the pitch of the blade. Weight is adjusted by adding or 
removing weights on the rotor head and/or at the blade end caps. Most also have vibration 
dampers for height and pitch. Some also use mechanical feedback systems to sense and counter 
vibration. Usually the feedback system uses a mass as a "stable reference" and a linkage from 
the mass operates a flap to adjust the rotor's angle of attack to counter the vibration. Adjustment 
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is difficult in part because measurement of the vibration is hard, usually requiring sophisticated 
accelerometers mounted throughout the airframe and gearboxes. The most common blade 
vibration adjustment measurement system is to use a stroboscopic flash lamp, and observe 
painted markings or colored reflectors on the underside of the rotor blades. The traditional low-
tech system is to mount colored chalk on the rotor tips, and see how they mark a linen sheet. 
Gearbox vibration most often requires a gearbox overhaul or replacement. Gearbox or drive 
train vibrations can be extremely harmful to a pilot. The most severe being pain, numbness, 
loss of tactile discrimination and dexterity. 

2. PRINCIPLE: 

                                 The main principle behind the working of this new breed of vehicle is “3rd 
LAW OF MOTION”. Manufacturing this hybrid vehicle not just requires a high-end design 
but also requires the perfect choosing of material in order to enhance its ability to fly and also 
make it worthy enough to work for more tenure. The basic light weight material available to 
mankind is Carbon Fiber, we in our vehicle are using Aluminum 7075 which is also a light 
weight material and also an alloy having major properties which suite the required parameters 
for building this vehicle. 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG  – WORKING PRINCIPLE 

HISTORICAL ATTEMPTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.CHARLES RHODES’ “HOVER SCOOTER” 
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Charles Rhodes, from England had given the head start to the making of the hover bikes and 
also patented the first ever machine he made named “HOVER SCOOTER”, which was built 
using plastic and aluminum. It consisted of a 250cc twin cylinder engine, which was useful in 
creating the required amount of thrust to lift it above the ground but it wasn’t that light and it 
rose only up to 6” inches of height and only moved for 500 meters with 1 liter of fuel. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig  – PRINCETON AG-GEM 

In the same year two scientists from University of Princeton had re-engineered the Hover 
Scooter of Charles and gave it a totally different design which was similar to any flying plane 
of that era as they had assumed that the curvilinear design would help in creating the amount 
of lift required but it was not less than a plane built in miniature level.  

They then had used a helicopter cockpit as their main deck and went on to build the only and 
largest HOVER-CAR which was able to fly up to 10fts and also had the efficiency to move till 
1km with the same amount of fuel used by Hover Scooter. 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig  – PRINCETON P-GEM 

The most recent attempt of making the hover bike was to just use a blower below a very low 
weight structure having the capacity to b in hover and move by just a low thrust from rare. And 
move in a smooth manner around without the loss of any additional components. 
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Fig  – MIT DESIGN OF HOVEBIKE 

3. STRUCTURE DESIGN 

 Using CATIA we have designed the structure of hover-bike and even static analysis is done 
in using this software. The goal for our design was to achieve lift. We hoped to build a 
foundational prototype hover bike that could lift a rider vertically from the ground. To 
accomplish this, there were four primary areas that needed to be developed: frame, engine, 
drive train, and propellers. These four systems and components are the foundation of all future 
versions of the hover bike. A strong foundation is necessary to allow future groups the potential 
to improve upon the original design.  

3.1 DESIGN CHALLENGES:  

 Low weight. 

 Load resistant. 

 Negligible structural deformation at maximum efficiency. 

 Analysis on an economic material satisfying the required parameters of a basic craft. 

 Having a working tenure for about 5-6 years without any structural deformation.  

3.2 CATIA: 

                       CATIA (Computer Aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application) is the 
leading product development solution for all manufacturing organizations and is a multi-
platform CAD/CAM/CAE commercial software suite developed by the French 
company Dassault Systems. 
                        CATIA enables the creation of 3D parts, from 3D sketches, sheet 
metal, composites, forged or tooling parts up to the definition of mechanical assemblies. The 
software provides advanced technologies for mechanical surfacing. It provides tools to 
complete product definition, including functional tolerances as well as kinematics definition. 
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                        CATIA offers a solution to shape design, styling, surfacing workflow and 
visualization to create, modify, and validate complex innovative shapes from industrial design 
to surfacing with the ICEM surfacing technologies. CATIA is able to read and produce STEP 
format files and IGES format files and many other file formats. 
 
The range of CATIA capabilities allows it to be applied in a wide variety of industries, such as 
aerospace, automotive, industrial machinery, electrical, electronics, shipbuilding, plant design, 
and consumer goods, including design for such diverse products as jewelry and clothing. 
Various workbenches in CATIA with surface creation tools are: 
 

1. Wireframe and Surface Design. 

2. Generative Shape Design. 

3. Part design 

4. Assembly design 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig– CATIA WINDOW 

3.3 TRUSS SYSTEM: 

                        For constructing a stable hybrid vehicle we are using “Lattice Truss”, 
mechanism in order to overcome structural deformations and give the design an effective 
stability to be able to hover at any amount of height at highest altitude it’s capable of 
reaching. 

The various design criteria’s taken in the making of this hybrid vehicle are: 

3.3.1  DESIGN 1 – STRAIGHT TRUSS SYSTEM 
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Fig– MODEL USING STRAIGHT TRUSSES 

A straight column system is the most common truss system which has been in use like pillars 
since a very long era these truss systems are normally stable until a certain loading period. 
Basically this system uses many truss members to support the structural strength, and this 
could also lead to increase in the mass of the body. Hence these systems can be generally 
used only for low period usage designs which don’t require high life span. 

3.3.2 DESIGN II – ANGULAR TRUSS SYSTEM  

 
Fig– LATTICE TRUSS TECHNOLOGY 

This truss system is a majorly used system for bridges which require a large number of 
stability for its ongoing loading due to the continuous movement of vehicles and also 
sometimes impact loading due to either heavy vehicles or due to natural calamities like 
Earthquakes or High tides. The lattice structure helps in lowering the distribution of the 
forces or pressures acting over the body. 
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Fig– Dimensioning of main frame 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG– MAIN FRAME 3D 

For making the 2D into the 3D we have to use three different tools simultaneously to achieve 
a very well defined shape of the body. After completing the 2D sketch we have to extrude the 
body and again make a sketch of a Circle on the XZ- plane. Again we have to extrude the body 
and to make the pipe structure we have to use the RIB tool and create the pipe of one half of 
the body, similarly we have to use the SLOT tool to make the pipe hollow along using the 
required thickness according to our design specifications. After completion of making this part 
we have use the MIRROR tool and mirror the entire image along XZ-plane. 

By using the PLANE tool we can make any kind of 2D design without any extra editing 
required. Similarly, in our design also we have used the PLANE tool to make the above design 
in order to get a smooth and less edited design, which made giving it perfect, dimensions the 
only editing in the total making. 
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FIG– MAKING OF TRUSS 

For making the truss we have to follow two steps: 

 Creating a new plane at the required angle of the truss. 
 PAD tool after completing the 2D sketch. 

The new plane generated is along Z-Axis and is rotated at an angle of 60° with respect to the 
XY- plane and places at the edge of the main frame design and then sketching a Circle. After 
making the circle we have to EXTRUDE the figure and use PAD tool to make a cylindrical 
BOOM like structure which can be then called as the truss of the model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG– TRUSS SPACING 

After the completion of making of the truss in the initial stage, we have to use the 
TRANSFORMATION tool to generate the replica of the original part to save time and also to 
achieve a better completed system. We are using the RECTANGLE TRANFORMATION to 
replicate the truss and get a well-defined spacing for better load resistance.  

But there is a restriction in the CATIA software, i.e. we cannot use the MIRROR tool over the 
transformed object, therefore for the opposite side as well we have to use the same procedure 
of creating a new plane and using the PAD option to extrude the required truss at that end. 
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3.3.3 DESIGN III – LATTICE TRUSS SYSTEM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig– TOTAL BODY 

3.4 Lattice Truss 

 A lattice bridge is a form of truss bridge that uses a large number of small and closely 
spaced diagonal elements that form a lattice. It is based on the lattice structure technique 
which is present in molecular level of crystalline substances like salt and sugar. The lattice 
method was initially used in the construction of bridges in order to give more stiffness to 
the bridge even when higher impact loads are applied; it helps in maintaining the road intact 
for a smooth drive for the vehicles In this model we have used various different truss 
structures to undergo various tests which show the stability and also the capacity of the 
body to withstand the forces due to various components of the body itself. 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG– LATTICE SYSTEM 

3.5 Specifications: 

 Using this specification to our design we have designed 3 different models in CATIA. 
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TABLE 1 – DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

                  Using CATIA we have done analysis on frame and truss system of the three designs.  

Before going to the analysis part the main challenge for us is to know the exact weight of the 
total system, because the structure had to not just balance its own weight or the human weight 
but also of the various components which was going to make it fly.  

The various weight estimations of the components which were going to be added to the 
structure in order to generate a sustainable and powerful lift are – 

TABLE 2 – WEIGHT ESTIMATIONS OF VARIOUS COMPONENTS 

The overall weight can go up to 1.5kgs as well in case of exchange of materials or change in 
the conditions of the structure. But in CATIA we got the structure to be about 1.3kg heavy 
and helped us in lowering the weight. 

 

 

 

S.NO. COMPONENT No. OF 
COMPONENTS WEIGHT (gms) 

1 FRAME 1 916 
2 BATTREY 1 310 
3 MOTOR 2 80 
4 ESC 2 52 
5 PROPELLER 2 16 
6 FIXERS +WIRES as per needed 22 

7 OVERALL 
WEIGHT   1396 

      1.396 Kgs. 
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FIG– WEIGHT ESTIMATION IN CATIA 

4.1 ANALYSIS FOR 1ST MODEL: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG– DEFLECTIONS IN MODEL 1 

The analysis has helped us prevent the further making of this model as we were able to get 
many deflections at the starting loading quantities. The trusses had started deforming due to 
the compressive loading and at some point could not sustain the gradual increase the loading 
force.  

4.2 ANALYSIS FOR 2ND MODEL 

For the second model we have chosen two different materials they are: 

 STAINLESS STEEL 
 ALUMINIUM  
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The stainless steel structure is able to withstand the loading but the major drawback of this 
material is, it has a density of 7850 kg/m3 which is almost thrice that of the aluminum and 
increases the structural weight a lot making the structure deform only during the initial levels 
of flying due to its own mass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
5. ELECTRONICS 
 
PROPELLERS CONFIGURATION 

5.1 DUCTED FAN:               

                      This ducted-fan type bike is easy to operate and can be applied to various 
purposes because it does not need a runaway and is capable of hovering from any terrain. For 
this reason, the military has shown continued interest in ducted-fan vehicles. 

                       A ducted-fan bike is mobile and can be deployed rapidly, which makes it well-
suited for a variety of missions such as reconnaissance and surveillance performed by soldiers 
at the platoon or squad level. Also, it is aerodynamically efficient because the lift generated by 
the duct can create a thrust force that is higher than the other VTOL vehicles, which have no 
duct and therefore no hovering flight mode. In the case of the ducted-fan type flying bike, its 
rotor is covered with duct which lowers the risks of rotor damage caused by tiny bugs and 
foreign object.  

                      A ducted-fan flying bike has very peculiar configurations and therefore, it is 
necessary to consider the exact dynamic modeling of this flying bike. The unstable flow due to 
the complicated design of the inner duct combined with static and dynamic instabilities makes 
the aircraft extremely hard to control.  

                       Dynamic instability is a unique feature of the VTOL hovering vehicles. 
Nevertheless, flight control performances such as flight condition, airspeed, and altitude can 

FIG– LOAD ANALYSIS ON STAINLESS STEEL STRUCTURE 
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be greatly enhanced through exact dynamic modeling of a basic air vehicle. Hence, it is vital 
to investigate the tendencies of aircraft and understand instability through the analysis of 
dynamic modeling before designing flight control systems. 

5.2 PROPELLER CASING 

TABLE 3 – CASING PIPE DIAMETERS 

The most important part on which we need to stress upon is the propeller casing which is mainly 
used to keep the propeller away from the humans and also the structure to avoid the wear and 
tear of both the body and also the propellers. Mainly for the casing of the propeller we need to 
use a slim pipe from 15mm to 25mm of diameter having a thickness between 2mm to 4mm. 

Propellers selected based on the values known of the casing around it. 

S.NO 
TUBE 

DIAMETER 
(mm) 

PROPELLER 
DIAMETER 

(mm) 
PROPELLER 

1 398 347.2 13.66929134 
2 382.1 331.3 13.04330709 
3 366.3 315.5 12.42125984 
4 350.3 299.5 11.79133858 
5 334.3 283.5 11.16141732 
6 318.4 267.6 10.53543307 
7 280 229.2 9.023622047 

TABLE 4 – PROPELLER DIMENSIONING 

Based on these values we had got a wide range of propellers to choose from and also to know 
the exact stretch up to which we can consider them in order to have clearance of about 1 inch 

S.NO PIPE LENGTH (mm) TUBE DIAMETER (mm) 
1 1500 477.7070064 
2 1450 461.7834395 
3 1400 445.8598726 
4 1350 429.9363057 
5 1300 414.0127389 
6 1250 398.089172 
7 1200 382.1656051 
8 1150 366.2420382 
9 1100 350.3184713 
10 1050 334.3949045 
11 1000 318.4713376 
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to 1.5 inch from the casing this is the most efficient design ever built to achieve a very high 
and most effective lifts to the machine. 

6. PROPELLER DESIGN 

Number of Blades for Propeller 

The lower the number of blades on a propeller, the more efficient the propeller is. The more 
blades included, the more blade area there is to create more pressure for lift. With the four-foot 
diameter propeller design, two blades gives plenty of area for lift, and keeps it an efficient 
design at the same time. 

We are using 2 blade propellers in our Hoverbike 

Engine Selection 

Electric Motors 

Using electrical power from a battery to move vehicles has been around for over a century. 
Early on it was not widely used because it was less understood, and harder to implement. 
Recently there has been much research done on improving batteries and electric motors to 
increase efficiency and power generation. The full-range of applications of these technologies 
has not been fully explored yet. Electric motors are quiet, energy efficient, and environmentally 
friendly. However, the biggest problem with the electric motor is the cost to obtain one with 
sufficient power capable to lift the bike off the ground. Although the electric motor is not part 
of the design of the prototype, it is worthwhile to go into detail about how the electric motor 
would be implemented in future conceptual models. 

Brushless Motors 

Four electric motors might be used, one to power each propeller. The main advantage of using 
an electric motor is that it could be mounted directly above the propeller, or integrated directly 
with the propeller, meaning the motor drives the propeller without any need of a drive train. 
We are using this motor because it can rotate in both clockwise and anti-clockwise. We are 
using 4 motors and each side 2 motors, two motors is facing upwards and remaining two are 
facing downwards. 
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Control System 

As mechanical engineers, only the basics of electronics are covered in our curriculum. 
However, through research we were able to determine the essential components that are needed 
to develop a control system for the Hoverbike. 

Circuit Board 

Kk2 is circuit board that we are using in this model. It is having custom firmware. This is used 
to control the each motor and complete model. This is also use to tune the flying of the model. 
This is the main part of the model. 

 

ESCS (Electronic Speed Controllers) 

ESCS are used to control the brush less motors. We are using 4 ESCS. We are using 1ESCS 
for each motor. 
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Controller 

We are using avionic remote control, it’s having frequency of 2.4 GHZ. It’s having transmitter 
and receiver the controls of a model. 

 

7. RESULTS  
 
The experiment was attempted a total of three times. A decision was made to not run the 
experiment because unprotected housing. The first attempt failed due to maximum stress. The 
engine would not properly communicate with the ESCs. After some troubleshooting and 
rewiring, the experiment was run for a third time. The RPM of the engine was recorded in the 
data. The engine was also having issues when the throttle was engaged. As a result, the data 
we acquired was the thrust of the propeller set at a 4.5-degree pitch while the motors was idling 
around 1400 RPM. The propeller was also located exactly 3 feet away from the normal surface. 
The data can be seen below in table 1 using Java Prop software. The coefficients of lift and 
drag are given along the propeller based on the inputted geometry. 
 
8. CONCLUSION 
 
 A REVOLUTION IN AVIATION 

 The Hover bike is the result of years’ worth of R&D. We combined the simplicity of a 
motorbike and the freedom of a helicopter to create the world’s first flying motorcycle. 
When compared with a helicopter, the Hover bike is cheaper, more rugged and easier 
to use – and represents a whole new way to fly.  The Hover bike flies like a quadcopter, 
and can be flown unmanned or manned, while being a safe – low level aerial workhorse 
with low on-going maintenance. 

 GOAL 
 The Hover bike has been designed from the very beginning to replace conventional 

helicopters such as the Robinson R22 in everyday one man operational areas like cattle 
mustering and survey, not just for the obvious fact that it is inefficient and dangerous 
to place complex conventional helicopters in such harsh working environments but also 
from a practical commercial position in which bringing to market a cheaper better 
product will not only take over the existing market but can open it up to far more new 
customers who before could not afford the upfront costs of a typical helicopter and the 
very expensive and often unlooked for maintenance costs. 
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 Our goal is to produce an extremely reliable helicopter, designed with rugged simplicity 
at its heart and true pilot safety built into the design and operation of the aircraft 

 Nothing we are doing is new. We are not developing any component or system that has 
not been designed and thoroughly tested before. If we are doing anything new it is the 
combination of existing systems. We believe that the best step forward is just that – a 
single step forward. Nature and commercial history tells us this best. 

 
CURRENT HOVERBIKE 
 Our first Hover bike prototype is a bi-copter. The vehicle is controlled by deflecting 

thrust from its two propellers using control vanes – these are a bit like rudders or 
ailerons on a plane.  After extensive testing involving the manned vehicle and scale 
models, we moved to a proven quadcopter design, because with current technology we 
could not design a bi-copter cheap enough for safe and competitive sales. The bi-
copter is an elegant solution and vehicle – however the available technology is not 
ready yet for a practical vehicle with a bi-copter design. The most noticeable feature of 
the new Hover bike and the 1/3rd scale drone is its unique patent pending offset 
and overlapping rotor blades, designed to reduce weight and planform area. Just like 
the manned vehicle, the ducting around the propellers is a safety feature, and the vehicle 
is lightweight and powerful, while folding to a compact size for transportation. 

 
 We are in the final construction stages of the latest manned prototype of Hoverbike, 

and in a few months we will start flight testing. After the successful completion of test 
flights we will build a final engineering prototype for submission to aviation 
certification authorities. This all takes a lot of time and money and raising funds to 
achieve this is what this campaign is all about.  We have a proven track record over the 
years, and our dedication to the Hover bike development will continue beyond this 
Kickstarter campaign until we are ready for sale of the manned Hover bike. 
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